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Abstract



complete/leftover palmprint, palmprint with different quality of image, and palmprint in a large-scale database, to meet the complex requirement of the practical application. Kinds of unique features could be used in the palmprint for the personal identification and verification. The minutiae, singular points, ridges, wrinkles, texture, and principal line, all of them are useful feature for the palmprint representation[4, 5]. Thereinto, the following characteristics of the minutiae make it the most widely used. The minutiae have invariance and uniqueness. It could be extracted on the high-resolution images, and accessed more information from the low-quality, online or offline, injured, or part palmprints. It could meet complex and rigorous requirements in the practical application. Two general types of minutia structure we use in our approaches are shown in the Fig.1. They are ridge terminations (T) and ridge bifurcations (B).



This paper proposes a series of novel palmprint feature processing approaches based on the skeleton image. The skeleton images could be obtained from different kinds of input images and image processing approaches. This paper extracts both of the basic geometry attributes and additional structure information from the skeleton images. It extracts both of the palmprint minutiae feature and the local ridge feature, builds the relationship among the feature, and constructs the raw and rough feature set. For obtaining the final feature set, deleting the spurious feature while retaining the true feature as many as possible, the feature postprocessing approach proposed by this paper purifies the rough feature set based on the statistical and structural information, combing the information of the minutiae attribute, structural relationship in the minutiae subsets, the local ridge and the local region. We use and improve the point pattern matching approach in our previous work. It is a multi-phases minutiae matching based on both of the local structure and global feature. The experimental results reveal that the proposed feature processing approaches are effective and efficient for the practical requirement.



1. Introduction



Figure 1. Minutiae on the Image



Biometrics has been an important issue in the information society nowadays, and has been widely used in many personal identification and verification applications[1]. Since the good performance on the characteristics of universality, immutability, uniqueness, collectability, acceptability, circumvention and large amount of information[2], palmprint has become a kind of very reliable biometric. While the science of fingerprints recognition has been almost well established[3], the complete theory of palmprint recognition approaches is still being established. Some achievements have been reached in various aspects. This paper make the research on the palmprint feature processing approaches to handle online/offline palmprint,
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Furthermore, just using a single type of feature means the one-sidedness and limitation on the feature information. It will cause the limitations on the design of approaches and the improvement of performance. Besides the minutiae feature, we also introduce the local ridge feature into the feature processing. We don’t use all of the ridge feature on the palmprint since it is not necessary for our approaches and will increase the time and space cost. We just use the ridge around the minutiae in a certain range. A general palmprint recognition based on minutiae could be composed of several steps or parts. To take an example, for a complete offline palmprint, the rough feature set could be detected by the image preprocessing and feature
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extraction approaches from the original images. And then the rough feature set is purified by the feature postprocessing with deleting the spurious feature as well as keeping the true feature. The matching approaches use the vectors in the feature sets to evaluate the similarity between two palmprints. There are two kinds of approaches for minutiae extraction, including the approaches based on the skeleton image[6] and the approaches based on the gray-scale image directly[7]. The skeleton image based approaches convert the original image into skeleton image with image processing algorithms first, and then extract the minutiae on the single-pixel width skeleton image. The gray-scale image based approaches detect the minutiae along the ridge on the gray-scale image directly. The skeleton image based approaches has less time cost if considering the extraction step lonely, but it needs more image processing steps. It also has higher precision. We choose the skeleton image based way with the consideration of the precision and the independent of feature processing from the image preprocessing in a certain degree. The general approaches just extract the coordinate and direction of the minutiae. In addition our proposed approach extracts additional local ridges information and establishes the relationship among all of the feature. These information are quite important for our postprocessing approach. Because of the image quality and preprocessing approaches used, some true minutiae will be missed while many spurious minutiae will be generated. Kinds of minutiae-based approaches have been proposed. Q.Xiao et al.[8] proposes a combined statistical and structural approach to remove the ridge break and spurious bifurcation. N.K.Ratha et al.[9] proposes several heuristic rules to eliminate the ridge break, spike, and boundary effects, based on the minutiae structural relationship. M.Tico et al.[10] analyzes the w*w window around the minutiae to delete the spike, hole, bridge and ladder. Zhao et al.[11] uses the duality property of image to delete the bridge, ladder and wrinkle. These approaches could be used for palmprint, but all of them only use single information and solve several certain situations. They are hard to meet the practical palmprint applications which have many and complex situations. We propose an approach which combines the information of the minutiae attribute, structural relationship in the minutiae subsets, the local ridge and the local region. It could handle more, and more complex situations. The point pattern matching has an important place in matching approaches of pattern recognition and many kinds of approaches have been proposed for palmprint recognition. In our previous work[13], we propose a multi-phases matching approach based on both of the local structure and global feature. In this paper we improve it, and combine it



with the proposed extraction and postprocessing approaches to construct a complete feature processing system. And we also provide more experimental results. This paper proposes the palmprint feature processing (feature extraction, postprocessing and matching) approaches based on the skeleton image. Section 2 presents the proposed feature extraction, postprocessing and matching approaches respectively. Section 3 presents the experimental result. And section 4 makes the conclusion.



2. Feature Processing Approaches 2.1. Feature Extraction For the overall feature processing process, the feature extraction is the first and key part. The result of the feature extraction has almost determined the information that the postprocessing and matching part could use. On the other hand, the design and implement of the postprocessing and matching approaches also drive the information we need to obtain in the extraction part. We obtain the skeleton image with a series of image processing approaches from the original gray-scale image. In this paper, the image processing approach we use are mainly based on the approach proposed in [12]. Fig.2 gives the flow of the image processing approach we use. Since the feature processing approaches proposed in this paper is based on skeleton image, to a certain extent, the approaches themselves are independent from the image processing approaches. Actually it could be changed to other image processing approaches, as long as it could output the unified skeleton image. Certainly this change would have an significance influence to the experimental result. We divide the image into N × N square blocks. The region of interest confirmed by the image segmentation is described by blocks. The image preprocessing will also confirm the too blurry blocks. We just make the feature extraction on the un-blurry blocks in the region of interest (we define them as valid blocks). It could reduce the time cost and spurious feature of extraction. The information on the finger is not the object that we consider. The block-based description will also improve the efficiency in the postprocessing. Fig.3 gives an example of the block-based description of the palmprint image. To extract both of the minutiae and local ridge feature and create the relationship among the feature, the extraction method has a twice traverse process. The first traverse is based on the whole skeleton image and obtains the basic attributes of the minutiae. The second traverse is based on the rough minutiae set and obtains the local ridge information. The whole feature information is divided by blocks. Each feature is stored in the structure of the block it belongs
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Figure 3. Region of Interest Based on Blocks direction is more complex. It is the bisector of minimum angle for the three ridges which construct the bifurcation (Fig.4). The formula (1) is used to compute a bifurcation direction based on the orientation of its corresponding ridges. We use θ pi to present the three ridges orientation.



Figure 2. Image Preprocessing Approach to. And in each block the feature is stored respectively according to the feature type. In the first traversal, we use the Rutovitz Crossing Number (CN) to detect the coordinate of the minutiae in the skeleton image. We traverse each valid block, and in each block we traverse each pixel. The traversal sequence is from left to right and from top and bottom of the image. For each black pixel P, the number is 8



1X |Pi − Pi+1 |, P9 = P1 . 2 i=1



Figure 4. Minutiae Direction Finally, the vector for the termination feature is



Pi is the pixel value in the 8-neighborhood of P. In the practical implement, we use the following formula 1 2



8 X



(x, y, θ, ϕ, tl[ ], tsn, tet, tei, f lag) And the vector for the bifurcation feature is



(Pi XOR Pi+1 )



i=1



(x, y, θ, ϕ[3], tl[3][ ], tsn[3], tet[3], tei[3], mbi, f lag)



instead. If CN=1, P is a termination; if CN=3, it is a bifurcation. In the second traversal, for each minutia we have detected in the first traversal, we track its associated ridges along the ridge orientation by pixel and record the related information. This kind of ridge track ends in two conditions: 1. the track step number(tsn) reaches a threshold; 2. the track reaches a minutiae; We store the point sequence and related information of the track list. The direction of the minutiae is computed based on associated ridges. The termination direction is the orientation of the corresponding ridge. The computation of the bifurcation



x, y and θ are the coordinate and direction of the minutiae, ϕ is the corresponding ridge orientation. tl is the point sequence of the track list. tsn is the final track step number. tet is the end point type of track list. If the end point is a minutiae, tei store its index in the minutiae set; if not, it store nothing. For the bifurcation, mbi is the index (in the three branches) of the main branch which is the ridge that other two ridges flow into. flag(32-bit) shows the spurious status of the minutiae with denoting each spurious type by each bit. For the bifurcation all the information of three branches are extracted. The terminations and bifurcations are stored in the memory respectively and according to the blocks.
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( θ pi − θ p j , i f θ pi − θ p j ≤ π ∆θ pi = i = 0, 1, 2; j = (i + 1) %3; 2π − θ pi − θ p j , i f θ pi − θ p j > π n o MinDirIndex : im = arg min ∆θ pi , i = 0, 1, 2;



(1)



i



          ϕp =         



. θ p((im +1)%3) + ∆θ pim 2, . θ pim + ∆θ pim 2, . θ pim + ∆θ pim 2, . θ p((im +1)%3) + ∆θ pim 2,



i f θ pim i f θ pim i f θ pim i f θ pim



2.2. Feature Postprocessing



< θ p((im +1)%3) ≥ θ p((im +1)%3) < θ p((im +1)%3) ≥ θ p((im +1)%3)



    ,if        ,if   



θ pi − θ p j > π θ pi − θ p j ≤ π



section. T i denotes Termination; Bi denotes bifurcation; P(q) denotes the attribute q of the minutiae P.



This paper proposes a postprocessing approach which combines the information of the basic minutiae attribute, geometric structure relationship in the minutiae subsets, the local ridge and the local image. A series of heuristic rules are proposed to deal with various kinds of spurious feature types. The spurious feature type are the spike, ridge break, wrinkle, island, bridge, ladder, boundary effect and so on. Actually each spurious feature structure is constructed by several minutiae organized in a particular way, it could also be seen as a minutiae subset generated by a specified relation. We divide the postprocessing into several parts according to the type and position of the minutiae which construct the spurious structures, including the part based on Bifurcation-Termination, Bifurcation-Bifurcation, Termination-Termination and Boundary. For the postprocessing approach, the processing sequence on the processing parts and spurious feature types has an important influence on the overall result. Each processing part or each spurious feature type is not independent with each other absolutely. For example. It is also quite common that several minutiae construct more than one type of spurious feature structure. A more rational sequence is to handle the more reliable processing part in the earlier step. The following introduced sequence of the processing part is our processing sequence. Although there is a processing sequence in the implement, for each part of the postprocessing, the processing object is the whole original rough minutiae set. At the end of each part, the spurious minutiae are not deleted from the memory really, but marked on the attribute f lag. Finally only the undeleted minutiae are output as the final feature set. The f lag is useful for solving the situation that a minutia is in more than one spurious structure. These mechanisms could reduce the impacts from the correlation of different spurious type and processing sequence. In this sub-



2.2.1 Bifurcation-Termination Based This part handles the various kinds of spike situations (Fig.5). We detect the spurious structure with a core bifurcation and its associated terminations.



Figure 5. Bifurcation-Termination Based For each bifurcation Bi , which has three branches, we compute the number N of the branch which has tet = 1, which means the end of the track list on this branch is a termination. N=1, it is a spike, we delete Bi and the associated termination (Fig.5.a). N=2, the branch D is the branch which does not end with a termination. For the two branches that end with termination, the branch E is the shorter one and the branch F is the longer one. If the track list length tsn of E and F are both higher than the threshold λ for a spike (Fig.5.b.right). It is the break on the branches of the true bifurcation. Then we delete the terminations of E and F, keep Bi . If not (Fig.5.b.left), it means not both of the tsn of E and F are higher than λ. Then it is the spike near the true termination. We delete Bi and the termination on the branch E. For the termination on F, we re-track the ridge, modify its direction and feature vector. N=3, it is the situation in the Fig.5.c, and it will be handled in the Termination-Termination Based part as a ridge
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break. 2.2.2 Bifurcation-Bifurcation Based This part handles various situations of bridge, ladder and island (Fig.6). We detect the spurious structure with a core bifurcation and its associated bifurcations. We traverse the three branches of Bi . As long as one of branchs, D, ends with a bifurcation B j , we do the following processing.



Figure 7. Termination-Termination Based



If Bi (tsn[D]) < δlow and Bi and B j has not been deleted for a spike. Then Bi and B j are two too-near bifurcations. We delete Bi and B j directly without further judgement. If Bi or B j has been deleted for a spike, then the other bifurcation may be true (Fig.6.a), and we will keep the other bifurcation. Else if current branch D is not the main branch (we use E to denote the main branch, and the other branch is F), and Bi (tsn[D]) < δhigh . If F also ends with B j , then delete Bi and B j , it is a island(Fig.6.b); If not, it means F does not end with B j , then if the Bi and B j are opposite, which means |Bi (θ)-(B j (θ)+180)%360| is lower than a threshold, we delete Bi and B j . It is for the bridge and ladder which doesn’t connect on the main branch(Fig.6.c,d). Else if current branch D is the main branch, Bi (tsn[D]) < δhigh , and the main branch of B j also ends with Bi , then we delete Bi and B j . It is a furcation, a special bridge(Fig.6.e).



candidate terminations T j , we compute the distance Di j between T i and T j first. If Di j < γhigh , we compute several parameters, including Diri j which is the direction of the connection line Li j of T i and T j , and Rdiri j (Rdir ji ) which is the direction difference between the connection line direction and the termination T j (T i ) direction (Fig.7.a). Then if Di j < γlow or Rdiri j and Rdir ji are both lower than α, we confirm whether there is a ridge between T i and T j , which means there is a ridge intersect with Li j . If yes, T i and T j are not paired(Fig.7.e); if not, then they are paired. The coordinate of the points on Li j could be computed by the Bresenham algorithm. If T j is the most paired in the traversed candidate minutiae subset, then delete T i and T j . If T j and T k are both paired with T i , then T j is more paired than T k if they satisfy one of the following conditions: 1. Di j < Dik , while Dik < γlow ; 2. Di j < γlow , while Dik ≥ γlow ; 3. Rdiri j + Rdir ji < Rdirik + Rdirki , while Dik ≥ γlow and Di j ≥ γlow . An additional situation has also been considered and included in the previous judgement conditions, in the Fig.7.f T i and T j are true minutiae. The conditions are Di j < γhigh , Rdiri j and Rdir ji are both higher than 90, and |T i (θ)(T j (θ)+180)%360|< σ.



2.2.3 Termination-Termination Based



2.2.4 Boundary Based



This part handles various situations of ridge break and wrinkle (Fig.7.a,b,c,d,e). We detect the spurious structure with a core termination and the terminations in its neighborhood. For each T i , if T i has not been deleted for a spike, we traverse the candidate terminations in the candidate blocks. The candidate blocks include the block that T i is in and its 8-neighborhood blocks which are un-blurry in the region of interest. We choose the most paired termination which could construct the spurious structure with T i . For each



This part handles the boundary effect. As it is shown in the Fig.8.a, there are many ridge terminations along the boundary between the valid region and the blank region. Most of these terminations are not true terminations. Many of them are just the boundary of the interface between the palm and the collection equipment and not the true termination of ridge; On the other hand, the palmprint segmentation may cut off a bit of too light-colored ridges around the boundary of the palmprint and form spurious terminations.



Figure 6. Bifurcation-Bifurcation Based
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Figure 8. Boundary Based We process the blocks on the boundary of the region of interest. First we confirm the processing orientations for these blocks. We define that a block has the processing orientation x (Left, Top, Right, Bottom) if its neighbor block on the x is not in the region of interest. A block could have more than one orientation. We process each block on each orientation respectively. Here we make a block which has Left orientation(Fig.8.a) as an example. For each T in this block, if its direction is in the quadrant that is not consistent with the orientation x (for example, its direction belongs to (270,360) or [0,90), and the orientation x is left), then if there is not a black pixel existent from T to the boundary on the orientation x (Fig.8.b), delete T . An additional condition is added to keep more true minutiae. We construct an angle with T and the two neighbor terminations (Fig.8.c). If the angle is small enough, it means T get into the region of interest from the boundary deep enough and it may be a true minutia. To find the two suitable neighbor terminations, we need to sort the terminations in the block according to the coordinate first, and then find the suitable terminations around current termination on the ordered sequence. For example, in the Fig.8.d, for the current termination T 1 , the two suitable neighbor terminations are T 1 and T 4 . Fig.9 gives an intuitive example of the effect after the extraction part (before the postprocessing part). And Fig.10 shows the effect after using the postprocessing approach. The minutiae are marked in color on the image. From the comparison of this two figures, we can find that lots of spurious minutiae has been deleted.



Figure 9. Minutiae Set After Extraction (Before Postprocessing)



quence based on the similarity of local structure. From all pairs of the Ai and its B j candidates, we choose the pair which makes the two minutiae sets most similar to be the Benchmarks. Then we make the alignment based on the transform parameters computed from the Benchmarks. At last we make the global second matching and compute the final similarity. This approach could consider both of the local similarity and global similarity between the two minutiae sets. In this paper we improve the similarity computation method. The similarity could be computed by the following formula. It use the results in each phase of the matching approach and various kinds of information including the matching number, distance and direction difference. It normalized the similarity score into [0,1]. S 1i is the neighborhood matching number for Ai in the local first matching; S 2 is the final matching minutiae number; NA and NB are the minutiae number; S 3i = ∆xi j +∆yi j +δ∆θi j is the information in the global second matching; NA and NB are the minutiae number for A and B. w1 S =



S2 P



S 1i



i=0



S 2 S 1 max



+



w2 S 2 + Min {NA , NB }



w5



S2 P



(w3 − w4 S 3i )



i=0



w3 S 2



2.3. Feature Matching



3. Experimental Result



The matching approach proposed in our previous work [13] could be summarized as the following. For two minutiae set A and B, we construct a local structure for each minutiae Ai and B j based on current minutiae and its neighbor minutiae in the polar coordinate. For each Ai we make the local first matching and obtain the B j candidates se-



The experimental system in Fig.11 is used to implement and test the approaches proposed in this paper. First the image preprocessing module transforms the input gray-scale palmprint image into the skeleton image. Then feature extraction module extracts the raw and rough minutiae set. The feature postprocessing module purifies the rough minu-
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pute the goodness index(GI) that is similar with the GI in the [9]. The minutiae Pid in the detected set and the minutiae Ptj in the template set are paired if Pid lies in a tolerance box centered around Ptj . Though different expert will find different set for the same image and even the same expert will find different set in different times, the template minutiae sets are still available for the evaluation. Comparing the output difference of manual mark, the automatic extraction could output steady result set. Table 1 show the GI results after the postprocessing and the performance is good enough for the matching module to identify the palmprint (P, ”Detected Paired”; D, ”Deleted True”; I, ”Inserted Spurious”; T, ”Template True”; Qi = 1, valid block; Qi = 0, invalid block;). Table 1 also give GI value before the postprocessing to make a comparison. We can find that the postprocessing part improves the GI value and the feature set result greatly and obviously.



Figure 10. Minutiae Set After Postprocessing



L P



tiae set, eliminating the spurious minutiae as many as possible while keeping the true minutiae. And finally the output is the corresponding final minutiae set of the palmprint. We add this minutiae set into the palmprint feature database which is constructed by the minutiae sets as well as the palmprint images. Then we make the palmprint matching with the feature set in the database.



GI =



Qi (Pi − Di − Ii )



i=1 L P



Qi T i



i=1



No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



Table 1. GI Value Samples GI Value After Postprocessing Before Postprocessing 0.25 -8.36 0.09 -12.43 0.31 -11.41 0.35 -8.07 0.10 -9.10 0.42 -8.35 0.14 -9.76 0.10 -8.45 0.05 -11.58 0.04 -11.67



3.2. Point Pattern Matching



Figure 11. Palmprint Recognition Flow



We have 100 original palmprint image from 98 different palms. From them we obtain 100 original minutiae set. For each original set, we make 4 additional sets by transforms, including translation, rotation, deletion and insertion. A series of random parameters are used for each set, minutia and transform. At last we obtain 500 minutiae set and make them matching with others. There is 499*500=249500 1 2 2 matching pairs totally, and C100 C52 A22 −C41C52 A22 +C21C10 A2 = 2100 correct pairs (the two feature set from the same palm) and 247400 incorrect pairs in them. Fig.12 shows the similarity distribution of correct and incorrect samples respectively. We can find that the distribution intervals of the two



We obtain the original inked impression palmprint cards from the Public Security Department, and scan them into the bitmap image format. The specification of the samples is 2400×2400(pixel), 500DPI, 256-level gray-scale offline palmprint image.



3.1. Extraction and Postprocessing We obtain the template minutiae set for the palmprint samples from the palmprint expert and compare the detected minutiae set from the same image with it. We com-
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kinds of samples have obvious difference. Table 2 gives the mean and the standard deviation, and d is used to indicate the separation between the correct distribution and the incorrect distribution. Fig.13 reveals the ROC curve. All of the results show that the performance is good for the practical application.



be generated from the original gray-scale palmprint image by kinds of different image preprocessing approaches. Then we purify the minutiae set with both of the statistical and structural information, combing the information of the minutiae, relationship in the minutiae subsets, the local ridge and the local region. We use and improve the point pattern matching approach in our previous work. It is a multi-phases minutiae matching based on both of the local and global information. The experimental results reveal that the algorithms proposed are effective and efficient for the practical application. As the future work, involving other kinds of feature into the approaches would be considered. Based on the minutiae feature, the approaches combining the singular points, ridge feature, and principal line would improve the performance on both of the speed and accuracy.



Table 2. Matching Similarity Distribution Mean Standard Deviation Correct 0.752082 0.05772 Incorrect 0.447684 0.089057



d = q



kMIncorrect − Mcorrect k S D2Incorrect



+



S D2correct



. = 4.05634248 2
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Figure 12. Matching Similarity Distribution



Figure 13. Receiver Operating Curve (ROC)



4. Conclusion In this paper we propose a series of feature processing approaches based on the skeleton palmprint image. We extract the minutiae set from the skeleton image which could
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